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Feedback

Why do we need feedback on our work?

What kind of feedback do you get?

What written work do you get feedback on?

What’s the best kind of feedback?

What’s the worst kind of feedback?
Strategies

- Input (draft)
- Goal
- Timeframe
- Potential reviewers
- Reflection
- Revision
- Output (final copy)
An example of feedback – reflection styles

Consider an example of written work with feedback

- **Strategy 1:**
  - Adopt the feedback - discuss how it could be incorporated
  - Write a new draft

- **Strategy 2:**
  - Reject the feedback – discuss why it should be rejected
  - Write down why it should be rejected
Conclusions

- You can get more out of feedback on your work if you
  - Plan it
  - Reflect on it
  - Act on it or reject it in writing